SANTA ELENA TOWN, Cayo, Friday, May 07, 2010:

After many months on the down and low, one of those apparent gang related shootings broke the silence of the almost midnight hour on Salazar Street in Santa Elena on Sunday, May 02, 2010.

Investigations revealed that at approximately 11:50 that Sunday night, Maynor Galindo, 21 Belizean labourer of a Perez Street address in Santa Elena Town had just exited the enclosed Santa Elena Football field and was driving his black Toyota Corolla car with license plates CY-C28544 on Salazar Street when he saw a male person in dark clothing approaching the vehicle. The person pulled out a gun and fired a single shot at the vehicle smashing a back glass. Galindo sped off towards the Western Highway with the gunman firing a barrage of bullets at the moving car.

At the time of the incident, Galindo was accompanied by Justin Gordon, 21 Belizean, unemployed and Mowava Myvette, 18, both residing at #187 Western Highway, in that area known as Hot Point.

It did not take long for Galindo to realize that the two passengers were injured and so he sped off to the San Ignacio Community Hospital where Gordon was treated for three gunshot wounds, one each to the right hand and right foot and another to the left side of the abdomen. Myvette was treated for a single gunshot to the right side of the hip.

The investigation led to the arrest of Henry Baptist, 30, Belizean Laborer of a Mariana Gonzalez Street address in Santa Elena Town. He has been formally charged for three counts of attempt murder, three counts of aggravated assault and two counts of wounding for injuries caused to Gordon and Myvette.

Police And The Army Stand-Off

CAPTAIN L. CUTKELVIN SAVES THE DAY

BENQUE VIEJO TOWN, Cayo District, Thursday, May 06, 2010:

An almost three hours stand-off between the Police and the Army on Monday, May 03, 2010 at the police station in Benque Viejo Town could have turned real ugly had it not been for the intervention of a level headed Army Captain.

The incident precipitating into Monday’s stand-off began at approximately 4:30 pm on Sunday, May 02, 2010, when a joint team comprising soldiers of the Belize Defense Force (BDF) and a policeman from the Special Patrol Unit (SPU) of the Belize Police Department, were patrolling along the banks of the Mopan River near the Mopan River Resort. The patrol came upon two male persons carrying boxes on their shoulders. Upon spotting the patrol, the men reportedly dropped the cargo they were carrying and ran off towards the Guatemalan side of the border. The cargo was retrieved and transported to the
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The Accused, Henry Baptist, 30,

Wishing all Mothers a Blessed Mother’s Day.

Turkey Dinner Special - Sunday, May 9th

Roasted Turkey and Honey Glazed Ham with all the trimmings.

$15.00

STAR FACING SEVEN CRIMINAL CHARGES
Offering An Opposing View

This is that section of the newspaper where editors would normally offer their views and opinions on issues which, in one way or the other, might have some bearing on the way we interact as a society. These views and opinions likewise provide readers with the unique opportunity to get an idea about some of the things that go through our minds as we labor to bring you the news while simultaneously satisfying the needs of those all important persons, agencies, and business establishments who use the medium we provide to promote their causes, products or business.

This week we will venture to offer an opposing view of the end product resulting from that unprecedented dangerous incident between the Police and the Army which dangerously lingered for almost 3 hours on the compound at the Benque Viejo Police Station on Monday, May 03, 2010.

We begin by acknowledging that the Belize Police Department is currently going through a nightmare in terms of the manner in which it is perceived by the public.

The image of the Belize Police Department is at an all time low. We are in that era where allegations of the existence of death squads within the ranks of the Department appear to be real. We are in an era where the police is suspected of being involved in other major crimes, where some in the senior ranks are threatening and pulling guns at each other, where policemen are killing policemen, where trigger happy policemen are shooting and killing innocent civilians, where policemen are said to be engaged in the sale of guns to criminals, where policemen are said to be involved in the distribution of hard drugs.

We have had our run-ins with the police. We know first-hand, how vindictive they can be. One would therefore hardly expect us to go out of our way to defend the police. This is one of those unique instances where, in expressing our opinion, it would appear as if we are batting for the police.

So here we go: The Belize Police Department is, by law, the nation’s premier law enforcement/criminal investigative agency. Whenever passports go missing from the Immigration Department, the police are called in to conduct the investigation. If a vehicle or goods go missing from the Customs Department, the police are called in to investigate. If a public official is accused of embezzlement, the police are called in to conduct the investigation. If a Commission of Inquiry unearths criminal wrong doings and recommends for the matter to be passed on to the Director of Public Prosecutions for criminal proceedings, it’s the police that is called in to do the investigation. When a BDF soldier goes absent without leave, it is the police that are called in to affect the immediate arrest and subsequent handing over to the military.

The situation changes however, in times of war and subsequent to the declaration of a state of emergency this is that time when the Army is called upon to take the lead role.

That incident in Benque should have never, ever escalated anywhere near the point it reached last Monday. When those two men spotted the Police/BDF patrol and abandoned the cargo they were carrying, someone automatically assumed, rightfully or not, without any investigation whatsoever, that the merchandise was un-custom goods. What about the possibility of those items being the proceeds of a burglary in Belize and those men were trying to get them across the border into Guatemala? The only agency competent in Belize to make that determination, after due diligence/investigation is the Belize Police Department. Whenever a burglary or any crime is committed in Belize the victim’s first action is to report the matter to the police. No one goes to the Customs to report a crime. No one goes to the BDF to report a crime simply because that is not their role. Therefore, in the event that those items were stolen in Belize, the only competent authority to investigate and make that initial determination is the Belize Police Department. In this case the police initial standard operational procedure would have been to send out an all points bulletin advising of the recovery of the items and request for any reported incident with possible connection to the items found. It is only after that first due diligence has been completed that a more accurate determination, devoid of assumption, could be made.

Apart from automatically assuming and labeling, as un-custom, those items found last Sunday night, someone also took it upon themselves to assume that if they were handed over to the police, the merchandise would have gone missing while in police custody.

In this instance the BDF officer was unimpeded in taking a detailed inventory of the items found. Oh how much different it would have been if they were obstructed from performing that task. Frankly, it is this writer’s view that the taking of a detailed inventory and handing those items over to the police should have been the end of the army’s involvement in this matter. Assuming that the Police would have stolen those items while in their care is childish and petty. Armed with a concise report of the discovery and a detailed inventory of the items, the senior command of the BDF, if it is serious about dealing with instances of police making off with found items, could have, a few days or weeks after the discovery, requested to be informed of the final deposition of all the items and if anything was missing, a charge, on the basis of fact, could have been initiated against those responsible for any discrepancy.

Traditionally, all out-of-order discoveries on multi-agency patrols are handled by the police. If a gun is found on one of these patrols, the police, with the only national gun registry are charged with the responsibility of determining if that firearm is registered. Unaccompanied drugs encountered on patrols are handed over to the police for destruction. When a dead body is found on patrol, the BDF would never pick it up and transport it to the morgue where it belongs much less move it to their observation post and keep it there overnight like they with the items found on Sunday night. It is the police that take the lead role in handling these situations. When did this protocol change? We certainly did not get the memo. It is likewise obvious that someone might have failed in delivering a copy of that memo to Inspector Claudio Mai.

The hero in this frightening episode is BDF Captain Cuthelyn L. We salute you Captain for stepping in and promptly defusing that volatile situation.

In spite of the fact that, in our opinion, he rightfully stood steadfast in defending the cardinal role of the Department he serves, Inspector Claudio Orlando Mai emerged as the fall guy. Notwithstanding, we likewise salute you Inspector Mai, for in times of peace, the police must maintain its constitutional role as the nation’s leading law enforcement agency. Allowing the army to usurp that sacred responsibility in times of peace is a first step in fostering a military state.
SANTA ELENA TOWN, Cayo District, Thursday, May 06, 2010:
Mr. Gilbert Alexander Peters, 75, Belizean Retiree, passed away quietly, during the early morning hours on Thursday, May 6, 2010, at home in the Trapiche Area of Santa Elena, Cayo.

Mr. Peters is survived by his wife, Mrs. Modesta Eusey Peters; two sons: Dennis and Densford Peters residing in California and New York respectively; one daughter: Evelyn Peters residing in Texas and one sister: Olga Watson residing in Belize City. He is also survived by several grandchildren and great grandchildren as well as a host of other relatives and many friends.

Mr. Peters was born in Belize City on May 21, 1934. He migrated to the United States in 1970 where he resided and worked in California and New York. He retired in 2004 and returned to Belize to live among his wife’s relatives in Trapiche where he had built his retirement home prior to relocating permanently to the land of his birth.

Funeral services will be held on Saturday, May 08, 2010. The body will be received at 2:00 pm at the Baptist Church, corner George Price Avenue and Felipe Carillo Puerto Avenue, Santa Elena, for funeral services at 3:00 pm. He will be laid to rest at the Carmen Memorial Cemetery in Santa Elena.

Mr. Peters was best known of his orderly lifestyle and immaculate mode of dressing, may his soul rest in eternal peace.

Zach Laid To Rest

SANTA ELENA TOWN, Cayo District, Sunday, May 02, 2010:
Funeral service was held on Sunday, May 02, 2010 at St. Ignatius Church in Santa Elena, Cayo for well known Santa Elena resident Zacharias “Zach” Garcia.

Zach passed away quietly at his home in Santa Elena after a short illness. He will be most remembered for his delicious hand-made ice-cream which was enjoyed by many of us.

He is predeceased by his parents Jose and Cristina Garcia and brother Lorenzo Garcia. He is survived by his children Norma Garcia, Valentine Garcia and Rosario Garcia. Brothers: Jesus and Sabino Garcia. Sister: Mrs. Orfelina Wright and host of nieces, nephews and many friends.

Zach was laid to rest inside the Santa Rita Cemetery in San Ignacio Town.

We extend our deepest sympathies to the family and we pray that his soul rests in eternal peace.

Orfelina Wright

Belize Showcased as a Destination Wedding Hotspot in California

Belize Tourism Board

Land For Sale
1 - Acre Homesites Bijou Tree Road
501-824-2060
rallen@btl.net
Neal Caught Red Handed Inside the School Cafe

SANTA ELENA TOWN, Cayo District, Thursday, May 06, 2010:

A Santa Elena male teenager was today formally arrested and charged for burglary after he was caught inside the Cafeteria at the Santa Elena Roman Catholic Primary School.

Acting upon information received at around 3:30 am on Tuesday, May 02, San Ignacio Police rushed to the school compound and directly to the cafeteria building where they detected movement inside. Further investigation led to the discovery of a damaged front door with its locking device, a padlock attached to a hasp and staple, yanked from the wooden door. Upon entering the 20X30 feet building, police came upon a male person in front of an interior window which was opened by the removal of the screws attached to two upper hinges. The intruder was taken into custody and police suspect that he might have been taking a rest before tackling the burglar bars that were behind the dismantled window. This interior section of the building is said to house the cafeteria’s cooling appliances where food supplies including meats and drinks are stored.

The cafeteria has been burglarized on numerous occasions hence the installation of burglar bars which, in this instance, prevented the intruder from gaining access to the food supplies before the arrival of the police.

The intruder was transported to the police station in San Ignacio where he was identified as Christian Neal. Neutral laborer of a Trapiche Area address in Santa Elena. Neal was formally arrested and charged with one count of burglary. He will be appearing in San Ignacio’s Magistrate court on Friday, May 07, 2010.

Continued From Front Page

Xunantunich Observation Post (XOP) where BDF Patrol Commander, Sgt. G. Palacio reported the incident by radio to the Second Infantry Battalion Headquarters at Camp Belizario in Central Farm. The message was received by the Battalion’s Operations Officer, Lt. Eric R. Neal.

Approximately 20 minutes after receiving the report, Lt. Neal personally briefed the Battalion Commander, Lt. Col. Steven Ortega of the incident. Ortega reportedly instructed Neal to travel to the XOP, take an inventory of the items and hand them over to the Customs Officials at the Western Border Station.

The list of fifty vehicle parts, valued at three thousand dollars include: 4 strut mounds, 4 water pumps, 1 carburetor, 1 mirror, 3 cans of wax, 7 pairs carburetor nuts and bolts, 3 air filters, 4 fuel filters, 13 master cylinder kits, 3 antennae, 4 halogen bulbs and 3 Epoxy Glue

At approximately 7:45 the following morning Neal accompanied by a BDF Sergeant and a Private departed the Battalion Headquarters, in a BDF Isuzu DMax pickup truck enroute to the XOP. Neal and his team arrived at around 8:30 am where they met Sgt. Palacio who directed them to the room where the items were stored.

The BDF team’s first challenge came when the SPU Constable attached to the patrol informed that the items are not to be moved from the XOP. Ignoring the Constable’s remarks, Lt. Neal, with assistance from the Sergeant who accompanied him on the trip from the Battalion Headquarters, proceeded to take an inventory of the items. While this activity was taking place, the SPU Constable reportedly entered the room and told them that the items were not going anywhere until he was ready to take them. It was at this point that Neal contacted Ortega who insisted for Neal to take possession of the items and proceed to hand them over to Custom Officials at the Western Border Station. After listening to Ortega’s orders on the radio, the SPU Constable reportedly relaxed his stance and proceeded to relay Ortega’s orders to his head station in Benque Viejo Town.

Upon arriving at the ferry, prior to crossing, Neal reportedly briefed the BDF Ferry Post Patrol Corporal of the situation as two policemen were reportedly observed advancing towards an interior window. This interior section of the building is said to house the cafeteria’s cooling appliances where food supplies including meats and drinks are stored.

The intruder was transported to the police station in San Ignacio where he was identified as Christian Neal. Neutral laborer of a Trapiche Area address in Santa Elena. Neal was formally arrested and charged with one count of burglary. He will be appearing in San Ignacio’s Magistrate court on Friday, May 07, 2010.
SAN IGNACIO TOWN, Cayo District, Thursday, May 06, 2010:

The hunt continues for three masked men reported to have robbed and wounded a Chinese businessman as he was closing his restaurant on Joseph Andrews Boulevard in San Ignacio Town.

At around 3:00 am on Saturday, May 01, 2010, Ting Zhao, 45, proprietor of Pin Mei Restaurant visited the police station in San Ignacio Town and reported that at around 1:30 that Saturday morning, he was in the process of closing his restaurant for the day.

Ting Zhao reportedly switched off the lights and was closing the main entrance door before walking upstairs to retire for the day. He was reportedly fumbling to get the right key in the lock when suddenly he felt a blow from behind and when he turned around he was confronted by three masked men one of whom had what appeared to be a 9 mm pistol with which he was pistol whipped in the head. He was reportedly relieved of one thousand three hundred dollars in cash being the proceeds of the day’s sale.

With the cash in hand, all three masked men ran off and disappeared into the darkness. The businessman suspects that the robbers might have been monitoring his movements from the shadows of the Iglesia Evangelica Ministerios Vida church located across the boulevard from his restaurant as the waited the opportune time to attack.

As is customary, police is asking anyone with information that could assist in this investigation to kindly contact officers from the San Ignacio Police Crimes Investigation Branch.
Scouting Weekend In Cayo

BY: Abel Simpson
District Scout Commissioner

The Cayo Scout Association under the leadership of Abel Simpson Sr. (District Scout Commissioner) and the District Executive is hosting an Exciting Weekend event for some 300 Scout and 30 Leaders at the Macal River Park on the weekend of May 8 & 9th under the theme - 'Cayo Mayan Extravaganza'.

The weekend will see scouts and leaders from across the country involved in activities such as: Canoeing down the Macal River, Visitation to the various Mayan archeological sites and Cave Exploration.

The opening ceremony will be held on Saturday May 8th commencing at 9:00 am. Mayor John August will give the welcome address and Hon. Elvin Penner - Minister of Youth and Sports and Area Representative for Cayo north will give the Main Address.

Following the official opening all scouts will be participation in some field activity as previously listed.

The Sunday program will start with a church parade officiated by Rev. S.O. Pott from the Nazarene Church and will be followed by a Street parade through the main streets of San Ignacio and Santa Elena. Scouts will be joined by two local marching bands of Sacred Heart College and St. Ignatius High School.

SE VENDE FINCA DE APPROX. 18.5 Caballerias
Approx. 540 Hectareas

Localizado entre las aldeas El Naranjo y El Zapote (between the kilometros 42 1/2 Y 45, Carretera International entre Melchor De Mencos y Flores, Peten, Guatemala)

*Mas del 50% empastado con Brizanta.
*2 nacimientos de agua suficiente que baja por gravedad.
*340 reces entre ellos 5 toros Sementales.
*3 Caballos
*Básica para pesar ganado.
*Luz electrica
*Casa rustica
*2 1/2 kilometros de asfalto de frente carretera internacional entre Flores y Belize.

Pedir información al telefono: 55250209 en Santa Elena, Peten, Guatemala.

FOR SALE - FARM LAND APPROX. 540 HECTAREAS

Located between the villages of El Naranjo y El Zapote (beween kilometers 42 1/2 Y 45, International Highway between Melchor De Mencos and Flores, Peten, Guatemala)

*More than 50% pastureland with Brizanta.
*Gravity fed water supply flowing from 2 water springs with abundant water source.
*340 heads of cattle among which are 5 breeding bulls.
*3 horses *Cattle weighing scale.
*Electricity supply *Farmhouse
*2 1/2 kilometros farm front on the international highway between Flores and Belize.

For more information please call telephone # 55250209 in Santa Elena, Peten, Guatemala.

Kahl’s Garage

½ Mile Iguana Creek Bridge
Spanish Lookout
Belize / Central America,
Cell: 00501 628 9588

- Automatic Transmission Repair
- Inspection Service
- Suspension Repair
- Engine Wash

We can order original German Parts for BMW, Mercedes Benz, Volkswagen

Bring In This Coupon And Receive A
FREE SERVICE CHECK

VACANCY NOTICE

A Vacancy exist at
FIVE SISTERS LODGE
Mountain Pine Ridge, Cayo District

For a
Resident General Manager

Requirements:
* Must be 30 years or older
* Possess a Bachelor’s Degree in Tourism/Business Management
* Have 5 years experience in Hotel/ Business Management
* Be Honest, Hardworking & a Team Player

Send two (2) letter of reference along with a copy of your resume to:

P.O. Box 173
San Ignacio Town
Cayo District

Or e-mail: fivesisterslodge@hughes.net

Clean Master

We Specialize In:
Car Detailing
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
Car Polishing

Our Home Services Include:
Tile Cleaning & Polishing
Sofa Cleaning

We are located off Joseph Andrews Drive, near the Falcon Field in San Ignacio Town.

Call us at 824-2076 or 670-2329 E-mail: cleanmasterbz@yahoo.com
8 May 2010
Geneva (ICRC/IFRC) – Violence, poverty, food shortages, insufficient health care, inadequate access to water and sanitation and escalating human vulnerability are among the many challenges facing people in cities and other densely populated areas around the globe. Yet the urban way of life also presents enormous opportunities and can serve as an engine of social inclusion, cultural expression, diversity and economic growth.

For the first time, more than 50% of the world’s population is living in urban areas, a figure that is forecast to rise to more than 60% in 2030. Cities in the developing world are expected to account for 95% of urban growth over the next two decades.

The Red Cross and Red Crescent is marking 8 May, World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day, by focusing attention on both the challenges and opportunities presented by urbanization.

“The recent devastation in Haiti reminds us of the impact disasters can have on densely populated urban areas,” said Tadateru Konoe, the president of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC). “And our commitment is to work with the communities, local government and other local partners to improve health care and water and sanitation services, to make effective early warning and early action systems and to deliver earthquake-resistant shelters that will help save lives in future disasters.”

“Many cities are directly affected by armed conflicts and other situations of violence,” said Jakob Kellenberger, the president of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). “Think of Mogadishu, Baghdad or Kabul – but also Rio de Janeiro or Nairobi – as examples of situations that cause severe human suffering. Even in some cities not experiencing war, violence has reached unprecedented proportions. I would not be surprised if our humanitarian work will in future increasingly happen in cities affected by various types of violence other than armed conflict.”

Around the world, National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies are working with city leaders and civil society to address urban challenges by aiming at their root causes. They focus on promoting diversity, opposing discrimination, and joining in efforts to provide decent social services and to ensure that adequate protection, preventive health-care, education and disaster risk reduction measures are taken. Red Cross Red Crescent volunteers are at the heart of the Movement's endeavours to strengthen urban communities.

The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement is reiterating its global call to action launched on 8 May 2009: Our world. Your move. This effort reminds all of us that we have a role to play to make the world around us better. Each and every one of us can make a difference by engaging in positive action in our communities. People around the world are invited to share their stories of change on www.ourworld-yourmove.org.

For further information, please contact:
Zach Abraham at the IFRC on +41 79 308 9804 or zach.abraham@ifrc.org
Florian Westphal at the ICRC on +41 22 730 2282 or com_pr.gva@icrc.org
In Belize, please contact: Lily Bowman at the Belize Red Cross on 227-3319/227-3617 or bzercshq@btl.net
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Lucky Numbers: 09, 22, 85.

from someone you idolise.

There is a great desire in you to

stimulate you intellectually.

You seek company of those

people who fuel your growth and

trust them, even

Learn how to delegate tasks to

A very hectic phase. Work and

social activity will keep you

fairly occupied. However, there

could be old issues that come

back to haunt you. In case you
decide to take action, think
twice. Do not take decisions
simply because you are hurt or
feel victimised. Defer your
decision till you’re calmer and
rationally-oriented. Lucky
Numbers: 07, 36, 62.

Agriculture and Trade Show 2010.

For the second year in a row,
the Mexican delegation actively
participated in the show from the “Mexican Pavilion” and a structured specifically constructed to facilitate open interaction with the general public.
Belize Es Campeón Centramericana De Bandas 2010

Por: Alex Rios:

BENQUE VIEJO TOWN, Cayo, Martes, 04 Mayo, 2010:

El Campeonato Centroamericano de bandas, se desarrolla cada año en la ciudad de Esquípulas Guatemala, este año el evento reunió a lo más granado de la música internacional, con un total de 25 bandas provenientes de la República de El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras y nuestro país de Belice.

Este año Mount Carmel Marching Band, se prometió realizar el mejor papel de la historia y lo cumplieron, dejando en claro que la práctica hace al maestro, ya que en el 2009 la banda se había adjudicado el tercer lugar, pero esta temporada la banda practicó como nunca, con desfallecientes prácticas bajo los rayos del sol con la compañía de los padres de familia, que siempre los apoyaron.

La aventura inicio el día jueves 29 de abril cuando la banda partió de Benque Viejo del Carmen, con un solo propósito: ser campeones del Campeonato Centroamericano de bandas, los más de 60 músicos, llevaban las ansias del orgullo y de la inspiración que los caracteriza, cuando eran las 7pm el convoy beliceño compuesto de 1 autobús de 60 personas, 2 microbuses y vehículos particulares, viajaron a la cita con el destino, la ciudad de Esquípulas, Guatemala.

Viernes 30 de abril la delegación es recibida por el comité organizador, aprovechan para visitar la catedral de Esquípulas y hacer compras, paseos y el convivio con las demás bandas, en el colegio INBECC.

Para el día sábado 1 de mayo iniciaron con el tradicional desfile con las 25 bandas participantes, para que después del recorrido iniciara la gran competencia. Pasaron 23 bandas antes que la nuestra, pero cuando Mount Carmel Marching Band, toco escena se sabía que era una banda ganadora, interpretaron en su repertorio de 6 minutos que le acreditan a cada banda, Designer Music, Cumbia Poder, Jamás Podré Olvidarte, Muévete una punta que les encantó y Man Eater, después de interpretar magistralmente su presentación, hubo que esperar minutos de adrenalina pura, minutos de nerviosismo entre todas las bandas presentes, las banderas de El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras y Belize ondeaban en silencio, nerviosismo puro, hasta que al fin se dio a los ganadores, y MOUNT CARMEL MARCHING BAND se corono Campeón Centroamericano 2010.

Este título enorgullece a la música de nuestro país, pero más que nada enaltece la disciplina y la dedicación de cada joven de Mount Carmel Marching Band, de los maestros, del comité de la banda, de los padres de familia, que nunca desfallecieron ante la constante práctica, ante retos y obstáculos, si, después de todas las practicas y ensayos, se adjudicaron el mejor merito a la dedicación, el mejor premio a sus sacrificios personales, a la física que tenían que poseer, a la mentalidad ganadora con la que han sobresalido, al fin pueden respirar hondo y decir con orgullo, “Somos Campeones de Centro América” y decirlo es fácil, pero ganarlo y demostrarlo fue difícil, ayer fue el tercer lugar, hoy 2010 Campeones!

La banda regreso de tierras chapinas el día domingo 2 de mayo por la mañana, con el trofeo que los adjudica como los únicos soberanos 2010 de las bandas de música en el istmo Centroamericano. La banda Mount Carmel regresara a una demostración completa en el mes de Julio, a la ciudad de Esquípulas, Guatemala.

Una felicitación en nombre del pueblo beliceño por ser un orgullo para nuestro país de Belize.
The Wife Of Murder
From: WinBelize

WINdows
Monday, May 03, 2010

Bang! Bang! Bang! I was having tea, it was late on a Tuesday evening. I was waiting for the evening news to start. I yelled for the children to come upstairs, they were out playing in the yard. After the third blast, there was silence: I could see people running through the area where the shots were coming from. I stayed put, went to the verandah as the police mobile rushed through the neighborhood with their sirens blasting. “Another man’s life gone; and nothing will come out of it,” was what I said to myself. Moments later he walked through the door, this was the first time it happened. He was sweating profusely, vomiting, and shaking out of control, his eyes were dark and sunken, and he did not even look like the man I had been in love with for the past five years. He did not have to tell me anything. I already knew, his clothes had large splatters of blood on it. He started by telling me that he did not want to go to jail again, I was scared and I too started trembling, this could change our lives forever. He had been in jail many times before on other misdemeanors but he had never been charged for murder. How would I survive with our kids? I did not have a job and no other way to bring an income into the house to sustain myself and my two children. A high school drop out with no work experience, no family around, he was my world. Should I turn him in? This was the first time it happened. I now know, when he has committed a murder, I can tell from the look on his face or I can hear it in his voice. So many mothers are crying because they have lost their sons, the streets are swelling with the blood of young Black men; violence has become a way of life for many. Killing and dying is a part of life; I too pray that my sons do not fall in these streets; however, from where I live we cannot reach for the stars. I do not expect lawyers and CEOs, I just want them to live and grow-up!

Behind every good man, is a good woman; behind every notorious crime figure, well, there is a woman like me. Every day is a struggle, if I leave him, I will never be at peace; I hold this man’s darkest secrets, I too am scared for my life. My soul is as dark as his, bright and beautiful sunny days do not exist anymore. All I see is darkness, sadness and regrets about a life that could have been before I met him. My smile use to bright up the room, my missing teeth has now become a constant reminder of years of abuse and neglect. I cannot speak, who is going to speak for me? I do not have two and a half children, a white picket fence and the Belizean dream. I live day-to-day, hand-to-mouth, catch and kill. My children will not receive a “quality education”; they will receive what I can afford. My children go to school hungry at times, when it rains, we get wet inside our house! I hear on the news, from our leaders that poverty and crime are related. So then why do I see the politicians and their friends filling their pockets? Can you blame us on the outside looking in for wanting a piece of the pie? Even the crumbs will be appreciated. Until our country looks after us, its poor and the wealthy stop blaming us and not accepting responsibility for their role, the crime situation will not improve. I know that violence is not the answer, but the reality is that we too need to survive, just like you do.

Another Highway Robbery

SANTA ELENA TOWN, Cayo District, Monday, May 03, 2010:

In last weekend’s edition of the newspaper we warned of the apparent resurgence of robberies against pedestrians making their way along that stretch of the Western Highway between the Hawksworth Bridge and the Felipe Carillo Puerto double street in Santa Elena. This week another such incident reportedly occurred, this time, in front of the Carillo Puerto Gas Station on the Western Highway.

Some weeks ago in the news there was a story about someone being shot in the middle of the day, people were everywhere, why is it that no witness came up to say anything. We are all poor people; our concerns include how we will get our rent paid and how we will eat. People die among us every day; it is a way of life. Give us a reason to break our silence.

Happy Mother’s Day

Venus Photos & Records

We have fantastic gift sets, watches, perfumes, fashion jewelry and much more to make your Mother’s Day truly special.

With every purchase of $25 and over receive a free gift

Make Venus Photos & Records your one stop shop this Mother’s Day!
MINISTRY OF HEALTH REPORTS  ON ITS ACTIVITIES FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL 2010

MINISTRY OF HEALTH RECEIVE WORLD BANK GRANT

The Ministry of Health received a grant from the World Bank valued at US$1,744,000 for an Asian and Human Influenza Detection and Response Project. The Ministry of Health will use the funds to strengthen Belize’s ability to detect and respond to potential H5N1 influenza epidemics and build the overall surveillance capacity of the health system. Funds from this short-term grant will be used to strengthen the country’s ability to detect H5N1 by expanding and improving existing influenza surveillance activities by providing training to health professionals to work at ports of entry, establish diagnostic laboratories at air and sea ports, and acquire medical supplies for the collection of samples from probable cases.

The Ministry of Health will also use the funds to strengthen its ability to respond to H5N1, by expanding the national public health and medical laboratory. According to the Chief Executive Officer in the Ministry of Health, Peter Allen, the Ministry of Health and Government of Belize is being given the grant based on its response to the H5N1 pandemic. Prior to the H5N1 pandemic, the Ministry of Health had been collaborating closely with PAHO and other stakeholders to produce its influenza pandemic preparedness plan. Furthermore, cooperation was given to the support provided through the Ministry of Health by granting emergency funds to offset mitigating measures against H5N1. A team of health workers assisted by the Ministry of Health was led by Carmen Carpio, Knowledge Management Officer, World Bank Latin America and Caribbean Region.

PM Joseph Waight expressed gratitude on behalf of the Government and People of Belize for the opportunity the grants provide, and work according to the contractual arrangements of the grant. The grant was signed on Monday, April 26, 2010. It is expected that Belize will complete the examination of the Ministry of Health and Human Influenza Detection and Response Project by June.

OPERATION MIRACLE TAKES OFF

The Bolivian Republic of Venezuela in collaboration with the Ministry of Health, Government of Belize and Belize City Council has launched Operation Miracle, a humanitarian social program that provides medical services to Bolivian citizens in the country. The project includes services for 400,000 Bolivian citizens, who travel to Venezuela every year. The Ministry of Health provided medical services to 47,000 Bolivian citizens in December last year. The Bolivian Ministry of Health provided medical services to 100,000 Bolivian citizens during this mission. The Ministry of Health expects increased cooperation with the Ministry of Health and Human Influenza Detection and Response Project by June.

WORLD HEALTH DAY 2010

As part of World Health Day festivities, and the global campaign entitled “1,000 Lives, 1,000 Lives”, the World Health Day campaign was launched to encourage citizens, town, neighborhoods and local organizations to conduct health-promoting activities on or around World Health Day (the week of 7-11 April, 2010). The goal of the 1,000 Lives campaign was to open public spaces to health, for example by closing off portions of streets to motor vehicles and opening up space to people, holding town hall meetings, and community forums, promoting more active and sociable participation in local planning and governance, including clean-up campaigns and conducting workplace and team

MENTAL HEALTH TEAM VISITS MOH

A Mental Health Team from Dr. Vincent and the Grenada V.H.O. visited Belize in April 2010 on a visit to look at the success of the Mental Health Programme of the Ministry of Health.

DENTAL HEALTH WORKSHOP

The workshop “Caries: Dentists, Community in Belize” was held in Belmopan at the George Price Centre for Peace and Development from April 20-22, 2010. The workshop was organized by the Ministry of Health, Government of Belize in collaboration with the Pan-American Health Organization/ World Health Organization (PAHO/WHO). The workshop was attended by health professionals from the Ministry of Health.

FOOD HANDLERS NOTICE

The Ministry of Health takes this opportunity to remind the public that all persons interested in becoming certified food handlers contact their local Public Health Office, Ministry of Health and follow the guidelines to get certified:

- Have a passport size photos,
- Fill out an application to register for training
- Pay a $30 fee
- Obtain a date to sit training
- Undergo training after which the person must take an exam

After passing the examination, certification is processed and an identification card is made available. Identification cards are valid for a period of one year.
Celebrating Education Week 2010
Sunday, May 9 to Friday, May 14

SUNDAY, MAY 9, 2010
Address opening Education Week 2010-Hon. Patrick Faber, Minister of Education
(Radio & Television Broadcast)

MONDAY, MAY 10, 2010
Quality Schools Initiative-Ministry of Education Officials
(Open Your Eyes Morning Show, Channel 5)
Panelists: Mr. Alan Genitty, Mr. Nelson Longsworth, Jahmor Lopez, Mr. Margarita Gomez

Education Week Radio Address-Mr. Jaime Panti, BNTU National President

Literacy/Book Fair Day 1-Ministry of Education Literacy Unit
(Holy Redeemer Parish Hall)

Ecumenical Service and Rally-BNTU Branch Level (1:30pm)
Focus: Literacy -Ministry of Education Literacy Unit
(Belize Watch, LOVE TV – to be confirmed)
Panelists: Hon. Minister of Education, Mrs. Rose Bradley, Mrs. Carol Babb, Mr. Christopher Aird (other members of Literacy Unit as appropriate)

TUESDAY, MAY 11, 2010
Update from Task Force on Alternative Student Discipline Approaches
(LOVE FM 7:30 am)
Panelists: Mrs. Dativa Martinez, Ms. Maria Zabaneh, Mrs. Darnelle Roaches, Dr. Olda Hoare

Appointment of Task Force on the Reform of Secondary School Financing and Curriculum-Hon. Patrick Faber, Minister of Education (2:00pm, Belize City ITVET)

Clean-up Campaign, Beautification-BNTU Branch Level (after school)

PANEL DISCUSSION ON EDUCATION
(Adele Ramos Show, KREM TV – to be confirmed) – 7:30 PM
Panelists: George Frazer (BNTU), Dr. Ellajean Gillett, Ms. Brenda Armstrong, Mr. Christopher Aird, Mr. David Leacock, Hon. Patrick Faber

WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 2010
Update on Subsidy to Needy High School Students and Efforts to increase access to secondary school in the Southern Districts-Ministry of Education Officials
(KREM/WUB – to be confirmed) 7:30 am
Panelists: Mr. David Leacock, Mr. Alan Genitty

Literacy/Book Fair Day 2-Ministry of Education Literacy Unit
(Holy Redeemer Parish Hall)

Launch of Distributed/e-Learning pilot project at Salvation Army School-Hon. Patrick Faber, Rotary Clubs of Belize & Alberta Canada, Belize Natural Energy and Belize Telemedia Limited (2:00pm)

Visit to Retired Teachers/Citizens, Hospital, Children Home, KOLBE Foundation-BNTU Branch Level (after school)

THURSDAY, MAY 13, 2010
Focus: Teacher Education, WAVE Radio Morning Show
Panelists: Mrs. Cecilia Ramirez Smith, Mr. Pat Bernet (BBTE Chair), Mr. Jaime Panti (BNTU)

Outstanding Teachers Award Ceremony-Belize City (Belize City ITVET)
(7:00 pm)

FRIDAY, MAY 14, 2010
Teachers’ Day
Sporting, Cultural and Other Activities at District/Branch Level
towards the BDF vehicle with a Police DMax pickup truck reportedly blocking the ferry’s exit on the other side of the river along with three policemen on motorcycles standing near the parked police vehicle.

One of the Police Constables reportedly approached and eventually convinced Neal to make a first stop at the Benque Viejo police station to at least brief the Police Officer Commanding the Sub Formation, Inspector Claudio Orlando Mai, of the situation.

On the journey to the Benque Viejo police station, the BDF DMax carrying the cargo, made a detour for a brief stop at the Succotz police station where 2 soldiers were dropped off. At around 9:30 am the BDF vehicle arrived at the police station in Benque Viejo Town where Neal proceeded to Mai’s upstairs office where he reportedly encountered Mai in conference with the Station Sergeant and a Special Branch Officer.

Neal proceeded to brief Mai of the situation after which Mai reportedly told Neal that the BDF had no jurisdiction over the found items and in the process Mai reportedly told Neal that the BDF was interfering with a police investigation and that they failed to inform the police of the discovery thereby resulting in a missed opportunity for the police to secure the scene where the items were discovered for the possible gathering of evidence to commence the initial investigation.

Neal reportedly told Mai that the items were found outside of the Benque Viejo Town limits, in an area where the Army has full jurisdiction. Mai reportedly told Neal that Benque Viejo Police’s jurisdiction in not merely confined to Benque Viejo proper but that it encompasses the surrounding villages of Arenal, Succotz and Calla Creek right up to the feeder road leading into Clarissa Falls Resort on the Western Highway.

Mai’s office contacted Ortega by telephone and briefed him on this new development. At Ortega’s request, Neal handed the telephone to Mai who reiterated his position to Ortega and advised him that the police will proceed to relieve Neal of the items. It was at this point of the exchange that the Police Officer Commanding the SPU, ASP Ralph Moody, accompanied by the SPU Constable who was with the patrol when the items were found, stepped into Mai’s office. Simultaneously with Moody’s arrival there was an apparent break in telephone communication between Mai and Ortega.

Telephone communication was reestablished when Ortega called Neal requesting to resume the conversation with Mai. Before handing the telephone to Mai, Neal informed Ortega about Moody’s presence. Ortega reportedly shifted his request and asked to speak with Moody instead but Moody reportedly refused to speak with Ortega.

At Ortega’s request, Neal handed the telephone to Mai and the conversation between Ortega and Mai resumed whereby Mai reportedly advised...

The Rotary Club Of San Ignacio Proudly Presents The Belize Choral Society Spring Concert At St. Andrews Anglican Church Burns Avenue, San Ignacio

May 15, 2010 7:30 PM
Tickets: Adults $10.00 Children 5.00

All Funds raised go to “Educate our Youth”
A woman goes into the local newspaper office to see that the obituary for her recently deceased husband is written. The obit editor informs her that the fee for the obituary is a dollar per word. She pauses, reflects and then says, "Well, then, just let it read, 'Billy Bob died."

Amused at the woman's thrift, the editor says, "Sorry ma'am there is a seven word minimum on all obituaries."

A little flustered, she thinks things over and replies, "In that case, let it read: 'Billy Bob died - Red truck for sale'.

Two students the Attorney General’s office says were caught in crossfire formed part of a spontaneous memorial at Monterrey Tech a week after their death. The Attorney General’s office said as they retracted the claim after the families of the victims came forward. Families of the victims decried the results as whitewashes. The situation casts a spotlight on what human rights activists say is one of the most troubling aspects of the military’s conduct of the drug war: that the army is allowed to investigate itself in cases involving questionable tactics. In both these cases, the national government, under international and domestic pressure, has sought to inject civilian authorities into the investigative process. But issues of credibility remain.

In the deaths of the Almanza children, the gunmen at the checkpoint were not soldiers at all but drug traffickers. The Almanzas, then engaged a military patrol that approached, Grenades used by the traffickers first opened fire on the Almanzas, then engaged a military patrol that approached, Chavez said.

"Pure lies," Cynthia Salazar, mother of the two children killed at the checkpoint, said in an interview after the report of the army-led investigation was released. She recalled holding her 5-year-old Martin was also killed, and her 9-year-old Bryan, in her lap on that April 3 afternoon as the family traveled to the beach from their home in Nuevo Laredo, near the border with Texas. It was Easter weekend. The truck was packed with seven children, aged 3 months to 11 years, and two men and three women.

"We've gotten used to army checkpoints," Salazar, 28, said. "We know how they are and the precautions to take."

Although the army led the investigation of the incident, it said civilian prosecutors were also involved, and, in conclusions released late last week, disputed Salazar’s version of what happened.

Grenades used by the traffickers hit the back of the Almanza truck and killed the two children. Chavez said. He acknowledged that gunfire from the army had strafed the front of the vehicle. But he added that the military-grade grenades were of a caliber the army does not possess.

A major problem, say human rights organizations, is that the army’s credibility suffers when it is involved in investigating itself.
Ortega that if Neal removes any of the items from the police station that charges will be filed against both Neal and Ortega for interfering in a police investigation. Mai then returned the telephone to Neal with Ortega still on the line. Ortega reportedly instructed Neal not to allow the Police to take possession of the goods and that he should wait until Customs Officials arrived at the Benque Police Station after which he should proceed to hand over them over to the Customs Officers.

Neal was still on the telephone speaking with Ortega when Mai and Moody exited the office and walked to the BDF DMax and were in the process of removing the goods when Neal arrived on the scene. Neal reportedly approached Mai requesting that he adhere to Ortega’s instructions. He reportedly positioned himself in front of Mai thereby preventing him from passing a first portion of the goods to an awaiting police constable. Neal extended his right hand to prevent the exchange resulting in Mai reportedly slapping his hand away while threatening to arrest him for obstructing the police. Neal regained composure and took hold of the item that was passed to the police constable. Moody reportedly intervened by reiterating the threat to arrest Neal for assaulting a Police Officer. While Neal was still hanging on to the item, Moody reportedly pushed him in the chest resulting in Neal losing grip of the merchandise.

It was at this point that tensions reached the highest when two of the BDF soldiers released the safety catches from the rifles they carried and positioned themselves in combat readiness. Having lost grip of the goods, Neal stepped away from Moody and likewise removed the safety catch from the rifle he carried and got into combat readiness position. The police reportedly responded in like fashion as they surrounded the soldiers with their guns reportedly drawn.

Realizing that they were outnumbered, Neal reported relaxed his rifle and requested reinforcement from the nearby Barrio El Juda BDF patrol stationed less than 2 miles away. He also requested additional human assets from Battalion Headquarters at Camp Belizario some 14 miles away.

By 10:00 am the police had already removed the found items from the BDF DMax and stored them inside the police station. The BDF position was strengthened at about 10:10 am with the arrival of two Field Intelligence Officers both of whom walked into the police station to gather information on the chain of events. Five minutes later the Army’s position was further reinforced with the arrival of the El Juda patrol under the command of 2nd Lt. E. Moh. He was immediately briefed of the situation and deployed his troops to stand guard outside the police station.

About five minutes after the arrival of the El Juda patrol, additional reinforcement arrived from the Battalion Headquarters under the command of Captain L. Cutkelvin. After getting a brief from Neal, the Captain assured the soldiers that he would take care of the situation. He instructed Moh to withdraw his troops and to return to his post at El Juda, Moh complied with the instruction and withdrew his troops while Neal and the troops that accompanied Cutkelvin stood guard outside the police station.

Captain Cutkelvin proceeded to Mai’s office followed shortly thereafter by Customs Officer Augustine Smith. They remained in Mai’s office for over 30 minutes after which they all exited without the goods. A few minutes later Mr. Henry Marsden, Senior Customs Examiner arrived. He received a full brief and proceeded to Mai office and he likewise exited without the goods.

Neal and his team were at the police station for 2 hours and 40 minutes, until Captain Cutkelvin gave the orders for them to stand down and return to their routine duties. They departed at 12:10 pm.

It was not until the following day, Tuesday, May 4, when all the items were handed over to Customs at the Western Border Station.

After the incident hit the airwaves on Monday evening’s news, Police Inspector Claudio Mai and BDF Lt. Col. Steven Ortega were summoned to Belmopan where they were each offered the opportunity to present their version of the sequence of events.

A follow up meeting was held on Thursday, May 6 between members of the high command of the Police and the BDF. A police press release coming out of the second meeting “concluded that the actions of Insp. Mai precipitated the dissatisfaction in the process” and that “Insp. Mai is being re-posted to San Ignacio”.

We understand that the “re-posting” is to take place with immediate effect and that Insp. Mai will be switching places with Dinsdale Thompson who moves from 2nd in command of the San Ignacio police station to take on the post as Officer Commanding Benque Viejo (Police) Sub-Formation.

Inspector
Claudio Orlando Mai

HAPPY HOUR
Mon. to Fri. 5 to 7 P.M
Monday: Draft Beer - $2.50
Tuesday: Local Rum - $2.50
Wednesday: Margaritas - $6.95
Thursday: Piña Colada - $6.95
Friday: Micheladas - $3.50

Visit Us For
The Very Best
In Authentic Mexican & Belizean Cuisine

Our rooms are clean and spacious.
The view is even more spectacular!
E-mail: Rolson@Btl.net
Web: Rolsons.com

DO YOU HAVE
PROPERTY TO SELL?
We can introduce your property to buyers
- in Belize
- and in America
- and the world.

RE/MAX
SELLS MORE PROPERTIES IN
BELIZE THAN ANY
OTHER COMPANY.

Contact John on 678 - 2000
john@BelizePropertyCenter.com
or stop by our office at:
30, Burns Avenue,
San Ignacio,
824-0850

LISTING IS FREE!
Check out
our website at:
www.BelizePropertyCenter.com
Great Things Happen on FRIDAYS!

DigiCell’s

TGIF

DOUBLE UP ALL DAY LONG

every Friday in May (7th, 14th, 21st and 28th)
when you recharge with $20 or more!

Promotion applies to PrePaid Cards and all forms of Fone TopUp!

KICK OFF the weekend with DigiCell’s T.G.I.F.

DigiCell ... best coverage, best prices, best service!

0-800-DIGICEL www.digicell.bz